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Patios,Patio Covers,Pavers,Pergolas,Concrete,Decks,Landscape built by Paradise Builders Las
Vegas Nv

A Las Vegas contractor specializing in the great outdoors building Perfect Patios and Patio Covers for
shade comfort and price. We use concrete ,masonry ,aluminum ,steel , glass, wood, trex deck stone and
plants to create a Perfect Las Vegas Patio.

Sept. 7, 2009 - PRLog -- Paradise Builders builds high quality aluminum patio covers in the Las Vegas
Valley using standard engineering and custom designs for that on of a kind patio cover that no one else has.
Patio covers are made in solid and lattice combinations depending on what the home owners needs are. An
upgraded patio cover called the Ultimate Patio Cover has an insulated roof system that can be enclosed in to
another room if desired .  We use all the resources  that can give us the best design and functionality for the
space we are building ,starting with a design overview . Landscape is a term used for all of the outdoor
spaces and we design with outdoor living in mind for all seasons by having shelter ,a place to cook  and a
place to relax and eat . Out door BBQ  islands  are one of the easiest elements to incorporate into the overall
design. The islands can be masonry units or custom stainless steel cabinets with stone countertops along
with beverage centers ,ice makers  etc .
 The outdoor living room gets more and more luxurious every year. Fireplaces,fire pits water features bars
pools decks pavilions pergolas awnings retractable awnings ,drop shades canopies stucco patio covers tile
roof stand alone out buildings for kitchens entertainment centers with lush and plush landscaping . 
 Please look at our web site at paradisebuilderslasvegas.com  and give us a call to build your Personal
Paradise .

# # #

Paradise Builders Of Las Vegas builds high quality aluminum patio covers ,custom decks,
patios,courtyards, pavers,decorative concrete,masonry walls, ornamental metal, outdoor living
rooms,fireplace,fire pits,water featurelush and plush landscaping , entertainment center,bbq
islands,kitchens,retractable awnings ,drop shades and more .
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